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According to the article 14 of the United Nations

Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples

(UNDRIP), Indigenous peoples have the right to

establish and control their educational systems and

institutions, to provide education in their own

languages and in culturally appropriate ways. For

conforming to the global educational trend, the newly

announced "12 Year Compulsory Education"

(Ministry of Education, Taiwan, 2014) emphasizes the

respect of multicultural diversity and encourages the

development of indigenous knowledge system based

mathematics and culture learning activities.

In this article we report a pilot study, therefore, the

purpose of this study was to explore how we design a

culturally responsive mathematics activity about the

"Bunun folks textile designing and weaving“ on

Taiwan indigenous eight grades of students to

motivate mathematics learning. We first analyzed the

concealed mathematics concept of Bunun textiles and

weaving then design an mathematics activity for

learning the concept of “math in Bunun folks textile

designing and weaving” with the context of students’

tribes culture.
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1. By means of "cultural perspectives teaching"   

students can construct better conceptions of the 

"arithmetic sequence "

(1) The cultural perspectives teaching strategy "Bunun

folks textile designing and weaving" seems to be 

effective for students' constructing better conceptions 

of the "Equivariance series, also know as arithemetic

sequence".

(2) The teacher uses The MUSIC Model of Academic

Motivation, and real world examples to arouse their

interests in learning mathematics.

(3) " Hands-on" activities, students are encouraged  

increase motivation to learn and apply mathematical 

skills.

(4) In the process of culturally responsive mathematics 

activity about the "Bunun folks textile designing and 

weaving" , students always need to  communicate and   

discuss with their peers and the teacher.

(5) Figure 1 shows the pictures of some episodes in the 

culturally responsive activity.

Introduction Results
Culturally Responsive Teaching 

Objectives

Research design

1.This is a case study. The research subjects are the eight

students of a eight grade from an indigenous secondary

school in the Central of Taiwan.

2.The activity is designed with the Equivariance series,

also known as arithmetic sequence is a kind of series.

3. In a series of equal differences, any two adjacent

differences are equal, and the difference is called the

common difference.

Finding and Discussion 

2.Students' develop a deeper sense of identity of 

their mother culture

(1)Since the culturally responsive mathematics

activity is deeply contextualized with the

important Bunun folks textile designing and

weaving , students could not only learn the concept

of the "Equivariance series".

(2) Also open their eyes to see their mother culture is

strongly linked with the “mathematics" from the

Western world.
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Students' learning experiences might be more

contextualized when their mother cultures are

properly responded in school (Gay, 2000). Prior

knowledge and experiences, and ethnic identity as

media for teaching and learning has been proven to

be effective for promoting indigenous or ethnic

minority students' learning motivation and

achievements (Chen, 2011; Gay, 2000).

The purpose of this study was from motivating

students to engage in mathematics learning. Using

action research, which included the subjects from

secondary level in eight grade of Bunun folk. The

researcher who designed relevant materials culturally

responsive pedagogy of mathematics teaching.

Adopted students’ learning by a series of mathematics

question groups, reflections, interactions, interviews

with students as well as the pre and post tests. Findings

of this study were referent verification for teaching

efficiency which also explored the transformations of

students’ learning motivation and the efficiency of

mathematics. Students’ viewpoints toward learning

mathematics course had a better understanding after

implementing culturally responsive teaching.

The conclusions were followed: (a) Students’

learning motivation had become more positive after

experiencing “culturally responsive pedagogy” of

mathematics teaching. (b) “Culturally responsive

pedagogy” of mathematics teaching enhanced students’

mathematics capabilities and scores efficiently.

The incorporation of cultural perspectives into

education and culturally responsive pedagogy has

become one of the most influential types of teaching

on culture. By constructing a curriculum and

classroom interactions that focus on student culture

（Ladson- Billings, 1995）. These years scholarship

praised the virtues of culturally responsive instruction

has served as a solution to met the needs of our

nation’s growing diversity in schools (Aronson &

Laughter, 2016; Gay, 1980, 2013; Ladson-Billings,

1994, 1995, 2014).

By means of analyzing the collected data including

classroom observation, student worksheets and

interviews, teacher teaching reflection, and student

feedback questionnaires, we find that students could

not only construct better conceptions of the

"mathematics involved in textile designing and

weaving", but also develop a deeper sense of identity

of their Bunun ‘s indigenous culture. Besides, they

are strongly satisfied with this culturally responsive

mathematics activities.

Figure 2:

Students are exploring and experiencing the

"Bunun folks textile designing and weaving” by

Hnads-on activities.

Figure 1: The  activity is designed with the 

Equivariance series
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